
A Reply To Chloe

In an article titled A Swing Of The Pendulum posted on November 13th 2022, {1} Chloe352 (as she is
known in our small corner of cyberspace) in many ways correctly diagnosed some of the problems
currently ailing what we and others term the Order of Nine Angles (O9A).

These are, in no sequence of severity,

° A lack of leadership and guidance from those with the necessary practical experience, knowledge, and
documented 'satanic' character; that is, from Anton Long and the OG.

° The disruption caused by The State, which includes: (i) the 'black propaganda' and the
'undercover/deep-cover' activities of Sutter who was well-paid by the FBI {2} and (ii) agents of MI5 and
the FBI masquerading as O9A 'members' on Internet messaging services such as Telegram in order to
gather information, spread 'black propaganda', and entrap and then prosecute individuals as they did
with Ethan Melzer. {3}{4}

° The diverse interpretations of the esoteric philosophy developed by Anton Long between 1976 and
2012, which interpretations now include but are not limited to: (i) the O9A as a leaderless subculture; (ii)
the philosophical and academic approach of the new Fenrir team; (iii) an attempt to return to ONA 1.0 as
presenced by the facsimile Naos typewritten manuscripts; and (iv) the Hebdomian Way as expounded by
the former TWS Nexion.

° Since the O9A was for decades perceived as 'hardcore Satanism' - based on the assumptions that
Myatt=Long and that Myatt's documented radical sinister-numinous life was a practical example of the
O9A Seven Fold Way - there has also been a recurring desire for it to be so again by having some leader
or representative who also, in real life, was or becomes such an example of 'hardcore Satanism'. {5}

We will consider each of these in reverse order.

1. Hardcore Satanism.

There are two problems - fundamental but not insurmountable - with this approach, one of which
problems Chloe mentioned:



"Any group of people who demonstrates that they will use lethal violence in order to push their
radical political beliefs will be perceived as a threat to the State. And so therefore the State will
send its agents provocateur into such threats to disrupt your group, cause internal strife and
distrust, in order to break that group up and neutralize it."

This is not an insurmountable problem because what is important is the individual as rôle-model, not the
group, and that a person has the necessary satanic desire because that desire not only breeds a
contempt for the possible consequences (such as imprisonment or even death) but should also breed the
Promethean élan, the knowledge, that by such means a person can become a legend.

The other problem is that, so far, (i) no one with the necessary documented 'hardcore' past is interested
in or wants to be associated with the O9A, and (ii) it seems that no one has the character, the satanic
desire, to do such 'hardcore' deeds in the name of the O9A. Thus it seems that we may not see the likes
of 'Anton Long' again.

2. The Diverse Interpretations.

These are to welcomed, since they are almost certainly a necessary result of the natural evolution of the
O9A. Which evolution, which natural competition, should result in at least one or possibly two of them
thriving with the others withering away.

3. Disruption By The State.

This was expected because also natural and indeed necessary, and will result in: (i) the O9A itself
withering away; or (ii) competing alternative interpretations will wither, with only one or two of them
thriving; or (iii) the emergence of a 'hardcore' individual as rôle-model.

4. A Lack Of Leadership And Guidance By The OG.

This resulted from the progress of Anton Long and the OG along their respective and individual quests by
means of the O9A Seven Fold Way. From being, to use the terms of Savitri Devi, "in Time" and/or "against
Time" to becoming "above Time".

It was therefore a natural process, a consequence, of both their own lives and of the life, the presencing,
that was and is the O9A. Therefore it is not necessity for them to now somehow return and offer
guidance. In the case of Anton Long, his practical radical sinister-numinous life, and his writings between
1976 and 2012, are legacy enough.
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{1} https://www.o9a.org/2022/11/a-swing-of-the-pendulum/

{2}

(i) In his evidence at the criminal trial of Kaleb Cole in September 28, 2021, Sutter admitted that he
worked "in a deep-cover capacity" for the FBI.
The transcript is at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/22056395-trial-testimony-of-joshua-sutter

(ii) A 2020 defense document in the case of Kaleb Cole - case number CR20-032 JCC - states that since
2003 Sutter was paid over $140,000 for this work and that between February 7, 2018 and 2020 alone he
was paid $78,133.20 plus an expense advance of $4,378.60 by the FBI. https://www.scribd.com/document
/606088463/Trial-Of-Kaleb-Cole-Motion-To-Suppress

{3}

(i)



https://web.archive.org/web/20220925061209/https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9107019/Government-propaganda-unit-given-secret-
mission-infiltrate-neo-Nazis-linked-terror-plots.html

(ii) Special Agent Faye Stephan, assigned to the FBI New York Joint Terrorism Task Force, in a sworn
affidavit before Judge Stewart D. Aaron, Southern District New York, on the 4th June 2020, admitted that
an FBI agent pretending to be confidant of and co-conspirator with Melzer (CC-1) created an Internet
chatroom in which an FBI Confidential Source (CS) participated:

"CC-1 created the Op Hardrock Chatroom, in which MELZER, CC-1, the CS, and another
participant from the Order of the 9 Rapes Chat (CC-4), among others, participated."

The CS - later named as Sutter - as stated in the affidavit asked questions on another chatroom in order
to entrap Melzer; asking him to confirm he was serving soldier - which Melzer did - and asking him to
"send specific location information through a direct message".

A redacted version of the affidavit is currently [November 2022] available at https://www.justice.gov/usao-
sdny/press-release/file/1287701/download

{4} For an overview of State intervention re the O9A see Propaganda, Fallacies, And Wikipedia,
https://theo9away.wordpress.com/2022/10/18/o9a-fallacies-and-establishment-propaganda/

{5} In regard to Myatt, his documented life includes: (i) his neo-nazi decades ranging from his violent
years in Leeds as an activist; his imprisonment for violence; his involvement with Column 88 and Combat
18; (ii) leading a gang of criminals in the 1970s; (iii) his post-1998 activities as a radical Muslim during
which decade he publicly supported bin Laden and the Taliban with the CIA claiming some of Myatt's
radical writings were found among the possessions of bin Laden:

"When SEAL Team Six cleared Osama bin Laden's Abbottabad compound in the frantic early
morning raid after they killed the al Qaeda leader, they grabbed every document and hard drive
that could reveal details about the terror network [...]

Tucked in the thousands of files is a three-page document entitled The Significance of the Taliban

for the Muslim Ummah, authored by Abdul-Aziz ibn Myatt." Journalist Justin Ling, March 20, 2022

Myatt's article is still available as of November 2022 at https://web.archive.org/web/20090101134856
/http://www.davidmyatt.info/significance_taliban.html as are others defending bin Laden such as
https://web.archive.org/web/20090101134828/http://www.davidmyatt.info/reply-osama-letter1.html

°°°°°°°
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